Nutech Paint

roof coatings
product range

For a perfect finish!

any colour you want…
			
as long as it’s
Australian

Owned & Made

Nutech

		

NXT AquaGuard
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Anti-Corrosion Primer
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Supa-Prime

Available Sizes:
20 Litres

Available Sizes:
20 Litres

Australia’s best selling single
pack metal roof primer. Providing
excellent chemical resistance and
top coat adhesion. Recommended
for correctly preparing zinc, bare or
galvanised metal, and weathered
Colourbond surfaces. Apply using
a brush, roller or airless spray
equipment.

Supa-Prime is an extremely
tough, flexible, easy to use,
environmentally friendly, water
based primer specifically designed
and formulated to maximize primer
penetration into the surface of
powdery, oxidized cement roof tiles.

GP Primer

Master Sealer

Available Sizes:
20 Litres

Available Sizes:
20 Litres

GP Primer is a general purpose
primer with a high solids content,
designed to be used as a filler coat
on very rough or porous cement
roof tiles. It helps to maximize and
improve the overall appearance,
gloss and coverage of top coats.

Master Sealer is a technically
advanced high quality roof primer
specifically designed to be used
on stable cement roof tiles which
do not have a powdery, oxidized
surface after cleaning. It helps to
maximise top coat adhesion and
durability.

The product descriptions listed in this catalogue are a guideline only. Please consult your nearest Nutech Distributor or Nutech Branch for detailed
Technical Data Sheets and for any additional information relating to specific job application requirements.
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AquaGuard is a 100% waterproof,
semi-gloss membrane specially
designed for flat roofs. It is easy
to apply, low VOC, high build, and
has elastomeric properties. Suitable
for metal, asphalt and concrete
surfaces, it will stay waterproof
during seasonal ponding. Available in
the full range of 36 Nutech Colours.

NT

A revolutionary heat reflective
coating for tile and metal roofs.
Utilising thermal protection, the
paint reflects the suns heat and
reduces indoors temperatures. The
coating is drinking water safe, low
VOC and has a high-gloss or lowsheen finish. Available in the entire
range of 36 Nutech Colours.
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Available Sizes:
20 Litres
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Available Sizes:
20 Litres
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NXT Cool Zone
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Nutech Paint
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For a perfect finish!

Nuflex
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Elite Terracotta Prime
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Maxi Point

Available Sizes:
10 & 20 Litres

Available Sizes:
10 Litres

A water based, solvent free primer,
that enhances top coat adhesion
and is developed specifically for
glazed or vitrified terracotta tiles,
and other surfaces where an
absorbing primer is not suitable. It
can be applied on both vertical and
horizontal surfaces.

A viscous, ready-to-use water
based roof pointing mortar that
is easy to use and very flexible.
Waterproof and durable, it is
available in a range of Nutech
Colours, and can also be painted
to suit any old, new or renovated
roof. Drinking water safe.

Additional Roof Coating Products:
NuPrime
Economical penetrating primer
designed for powdery cement roof tiles
and concrete surfaces.
Flexible Acrylic Membrane
High quality elastomeric coating
designed for sealing and waterproofing
roofs.
Asbestos Sealer
Cross linking alkaline curing sealer for
asbestos cement sheeting.
Aqua-Stop Silicon Sealer
Impregnating sealer suitable for a
wide range of cement and non-vitrified
terracotta roof tiles.

Maxi Point Accelerator
Spray on surface curing accelerator for
cold weather conditions.
Hypo Tile Treatment
Designed to kill moss, lichen and
algae growth on roof tiles, concrete,
masonry, and asbestos sheeting.
NuBond
Admixture for ridge cap bedding
mortar and pointing mortar mixes.
Membrane SS Primer
General purpose primer designed to
adhere to a wide range of roof and
masonry surfaces.

EcoSafe Rust Converter & Inhibitor
Formulated to convert active surface
rust on bare metal into a stable surface
ready for coating.
Terra-Glaze
Clear protective coating designed and
developed for porous, unglazed, nonvitrified terracotta roof tiles.
Accopol 847 Clear & Colour
Solvent based fine particle copolymer
acrylic resin coating for concrete
masonry, cement roof tiles, and steel
structures. Suitable for cement, metal
and asbestos.

Also Available: Tileflex Silver, Signal Red, Safety Yellow & Nuflex Matt Finish. Colour-matching Service for Tileflex and Nuflex roof coatings. HiPTiTe
(Ridge Capping Supports). Wet & Forget. Nutech Roof Wash. Flexible Flashings. Valley Irons. Maxi Point Bucket Boots & Trowels. Roof Vents. Gutter
Guards & Tools. Airless Spray Equipment. Spray Hoses, Spray Tips and Accessories.
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Nuflex is a technically advanced,
100% acrylic, gloss or lowsheen roof and masonry surface
coating. Designed to be colour
fade resistant and non-yellowing,
it guarantees maximum durability
and performance under the most
adverse weather conditions.
Drinking water safe.
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Tileflex is impregnated with
self-cleaning nanotechnology and
to
performs like no other roof coating.
Providing significantly more gloss
on application, it helps maintain the
look of a new roof for much longer
than a standard gloss acrylic roof
coating. Drinking water safe, and
also available in a low-sheen formula.

HT

Available Sizes:
20 Litres

EIG

Available Sizes:
20 Litres
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Tileflex
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35ºC

Sunny Day

81ºC Roof Temp
51ºC Roof Temp
42ºC Ceiling Temp

t

Keep your home 6oC to 10oC
Cooler with NXT Cool Zone!

Conventional
Roof Paint
Absorbs Heat

35ºC
Weathered
Roof Tile

Clean Roof
Tile

Sealed Roof
Tile

Standard Roof Pain

Room
Air Temp

Painted with NXT

32ºC Ceiling Temp

25ºC

Room
Air Temp

*Non insulated roof demonstrated
Standard Charcoal Colour Used

Roof Tile finished with 2
coats of NXT Cool Zone

Sample 1:

A powdery, oxidized colour cement tile that has been cleaned,
sealed with Supa-Prime, then finished with 2 coats of NXT
Cool Zone in the colour “Charcoal”. The sealer and two
topcoats are applied at the coverage rate of 4 square metres
per litre.

Sample 1

Sample 2:

A very rough, porous cement tile that was cleaned and sealed
with GP Primer and finished with 2 topcoats of NXT Cool Zone
in the colour “Black”. The sealer and two topcoats are applied
at the coverage rate of 4 square metres per litre.

Sample 2

Sample 3:

A stable cement tile that did not have a powdery, oxidized
surface after cleaning. It has been sealed with Master Sealer
and finished with 2 topcoats of NXT Cool Zone in the colour
“Headland”. The sealer and two topcoats are applied at the
coverage rate of 4 square metres per litre.

Sample 3

